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The opt'Lcal absorption of anthracene vapoia> for photon energies

from 6 to 8.5 eV was found to differ substantially from the spectva

reported earlier for parts of this Fange^-*'2-, Above the. strong B,,,
£J l-i

lang axis polarized TT-TT^ trans-ition at 5. 24 eV three shoyt axis

t /polarized rB ^ TT— rr transit-ions are assiqned on the basis of thc^ lu J

oriented gas model in eomparison to xpeetpa frorr, anthvacene sinrß

crystalv. A kentative new avsigrirnent for most of the additional'lij

observed sharp Rydbf.pg bands leading to thc firct ion-ization po-

tent'lal at 7.4? eV is g-iven.
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In organic solid state physics anthracene serves äs a Standard substance

for both Lhe invcstigation of semiconducting properties and for tho study

of molecular excitons . AIthough the electronic properties of the solid

are closely related to those of the molecule up to now only little is

known about the electronic transitions of the nolecule in the ultraviolet

not influcnccd by so]vent effects.

Here we would like to give our first results of an investigation of the

absorption spectrum of the molecule in the ränge 5 to 8.5 eV (2500 A to

1460 A). Parts of this spectral ränge havc already been studied by Lyons

and Morris1 and by Angus and Morris^. These i nvestigations gave contra-

dictory results for the spectral ränge common to both. The absorption

spectrun of anthracone in n-heptane solution has been measured by Klevens

and Platt for photon euergies up to 7 eV *. From these measurements it i s

difficult to deduce transition energies with sufficient accuracy slnce

consi derable shift s due to the solvent have to he expccted. In the past

some Information about the transition energies for the frce molecule could

be obtaincd from studies of electron energy loss spectraj>6. These experi-

nients, howcver, were limi ted by the comparatively low resolution of 0.5 eV.

The aim of our present study was to get more detailed Information about

the molecular transitions and to compare it with c-spectra from anthracene

single crystals7.

Experimental dctails were givcn in prcvious publicat ions">". The Synchro-

tron radiation from DKSY was used äs a continuous light source. Spcctra were

recorded photographically with a 2.2 m grazing incidonce spectrograph. In

addition they were measured photoelectrically usin«,1, a vertical normal inci-

dencc Wadsworth monochromator. The wavelength r e solution was approximate.ly
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l A (corresponding to 10 meV at 10 eV). The photon energies given with our

results are correct within ±0.015 eV. Polycrystalline anthracene froni

Pöittgerswerke AG with a purity of 99.9 % was used äs sample material with*

out further purification. It was kept at 80° C in the absorption cell with

LiF-windows for several hours in order to outgas the material. The spectra

werc recorded at 92° C at a vapour pressure of about 0.013 Torr.

The absorption spectrum thus obtained between 5 and 8,5 eV i s shown in Fig. l.

Our results differ quite markedly from the spectra reported earlier for

parts of this ränge1»2. On the other hand, they are in excellent agrccment

with data obtained by Clark10.

A strong absorption band is observed with its maximum at 5,24 eV (Fig. 1)

äs well äs additional diffuse vibrational structures seen äs shoulders at

5.28, 5.40, and 5.56 cV. This band has already been observod in photoab-

sorption mcasurements1 äs well äs in electron energy los s spectra-' >'-'. In

spectra taken in n-heptane solution it is redshif ted to 4.84 eVI}. In agree-

ment with theoreti cal calculations-1- this intense band has been intcrpreted

äs a long axis (L) polarized TT-IT transition of symmotry type B •< - A .

(The notation follows the convention äs given in J.Chcm.Phys. 23, 1197 (1953)).

A clear proof for this assignment is given by the analysi s v.n' thin the oriented

gas inodel of our rcflection and derivcd c - spectra obtained for anthracene

single crystals for photon eno.rgi.es from 4.5 t o 1 1 . 5 eVl . As l eng a K t h r

intensity ratios, äs given by the oriented gas inodel, are not reversed by

the crystal interaction, three ]R -transitions of modium intensity polarized

along the short molecular axis (M) are expected according to the crystal

spectra at higher energies betwee.n 5 and 9 eV. The observcd absorption bands

witli their centers at about 5.8 eV (sboulder) , 6.9 and 8.1 eV (Fig. 1) mny
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be assigned to these *B TT-TT transitions. The magnitude of t he observed

crystal shift of these bands of the order of 0.5 eV (tablc 1) is quite

plausible in view of thc large redshift from 5.24 eV to 4.56 eV for the

strong L-polarized ^B transition. Our results and assignments for the

most prominent TT-TT N~V transitions are sumrnarized in table l . Comparison

of the vapour and solution data clearly shows the nced to compare vapour-

data to calculated transition energies since solvent effects cannot be ne

glected. The calculation of these shifts is äs yet impractical ̂  2 .

The sharp maxima at 6.26, 6.43 and 6.53 eV and the bands superirnposcd on

the 6.9 eV M-band belong to Rydberg series. Angus and Morris assigned 5

series'-. From these they deduced a value of 7,15 eV for the first ioniza-

Liori potential . Wo are unable t o conf irm this assignment on the basis of

our spertra. Recent photoelectron spectra show the first four ionization

Potentials due to the removal of the outer tr-electrons to fall at 7.47 eV

(2b„ ), 8.57 eV (2b, ), 9.23 eV (la ) and 10.26 eV (2b0 )13. (We have
2g Ig u 3u

changed the notation of Ref . 1 3 according to the convention for the no-

tation mentioned above.) As for benzene" and naphthalene5 the presence

of Rydberg series to h i gher ionization potent i als äs wel l äs the occurence

of additional vibrational bands makes an unequivocal assignment difficult.

In Fig . l we have tentati vely indicated two series vith quantum def ects

6-0. 64 and 6-0.2 which account for several of the most prominent bands .

They botlt lead to the first ionization potential at 7.47 eV and are accom-

panicd by vibrati onal bands with a dominating vibrational energy of 0.16

t o 0.17 eV. Thi s vi h rational energy . also observed for the *B^ N-V ab-
2u

sorption band a t 5.24 cV, i s associated with a totally Symmetrie normal .

mode of the carbon skeleton1^. The good cor respondence of the vibrational

structure between these Rydberg bands and the pho toelect ror. spectrum for
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the first ionization potential13 confirms our assignment. According Lo the

selection rules and the magnitude of the quantum defect the series with

6-0.64 is au allowed p~type Rydbere series 2b„ -mpb , the transitions
2g lu

being polarized perpendicular to the molecular plane. The series with

6=0.2 is probably the second allowed p-type series 2b ^npb , with trau-

sitions polarized along the short molecular axis.

We would like to thank our colleagues from the Synchrotron radiation group

at DESY for their Support. We are indebted to Prof. Lß. Clark for kindly

making his unpublished anthracene absorption spectrum available to us and

to Prof. J.N. Murrell and Prof. W,C. Price for making available to us their

photoelectron spectra of anthracene prior to publication.
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Table l

Position (in eV) and assignment f or the most prominent T-TT transitions

of anthracene. B. and B0 correspond to short and lonr axis polarizatioii
1U 2U ü r

respectively. The labeling of transitions by Klevcns and P!att is given

for comparison. For solid anthraccne maxima in E are donoted together

with the particular polarization direction (see ref. d) and the limits

in accuracy introduced by the Krämers Kronig analysis.

a
vapour

3.45b IB.lu

5.24 X2u

^5.8 sh 1B,1 u

lu

•• Q 1 J "H
VO * 1 ü lu

solution in n-heptane

3.27 ]La

4.84 1B1
b

5.62 yCu
b

6.66 }R
a

solid

3. 13±0.03e K

4 .56±0 .03 E

b on (001 )

L 011 (010)

5.5610.05 E | M on (010)

6.30J.O. 1 E |

7.5 + 0 . 1 K

M on (010)

M on (010)

sh: shoulder

this work
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Figure captions

Fig. l : Densitometer trace of the absorption spectruirt of anthraccne

vapour from 5 to 8.5 eV. Tbc Incoming intcnsity is nearly

constant over tbis ränge. Indicated Rydberg sories have

been calculated with tbe givcn quantura defects, values

for tbe ioni zation potentials are taken from Ref. 13.
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